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Abstract. Cloud-computing systems share hardware resources (CPU time and memory) between mutually untrusted applications. As such, they must provide isolation barriers between these applications, but must also secure resource sharing such that applications cannot stop, slow down, or provoke incorrect resource accounting of other applications. These isolation barriers are implemented by a trusted operating system kernel, which must be built according to security principles. Confidence in the system can be further increased with the help of tools for formal verification and proof of programs. Using these tools is eased because thorough application of security principles leads to a small system, but still poses many challenges for formal verification, like concurrency and the need to model the behavior of the hardware. This paper shows how modern tools for proof of programs can be applied to verification of secure kernels and hypervisors for the Cloud. We illustrate this approach on a critical module of a prototype Cloud hypervisor, called Anaxagoros, using the Frama-C software verification platform.
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Introduction



Secure systems are traditionally built according to design principles that decompose the system into isolated components with minimal rights, and with communication between components tightly controlled. This isolation is very important for cloud computing, that executes applications from mutually untrusted users: a failure or attack from an application of a user must not interfere with applications of other users (or other applications of the same user). But cloud systems have another requirement, which is to mutualize the resources of the system on which they are built, so as to maximize efficiency. Resources of the system must be shared securely between the tasks, for instance, in order to make denials of service impossible (i.e. to prevent an application to slow down or stop another one, for instance by requesting all resources), or to correctly account for the memory and CPU time spent executing the applications, and thus, to correctly bill the clients. Secure resource sharing requires to



complement the traditional behavioral security principles [1] with new resource security principles. The Anaxagoros [2,3] system has been designed to maximize both traditional and resource security. It is composed of: – A microkernel, that implements the isolation between tasks, controls access to the services; it is trusted by all tasks in the system; – Some services, each sharing one resource (memory, network...) securely between the tasks, and being trusted only by the tasks that need the resource; – Libraries, helping to use the resources in the system (e.g. the C library), and being trusted only by the task that uses them. The amount of system code that must work properly to correctly execute a program is called its trusted computing base (TCB). The implementation of Anaxagoros tries to put the code first into libraries then into shared services, and then into the kernel, leading to minimizing the TCB of each task of the system. Critical tasks can minimize the amount of shared services used and avoid using the provided libraries, thereby having a minimal TCB. To minimize TCB, the kernel and services present a low-level interface (like exokernels [4]): they consist in a thin layer that only refuses or authorizes operations requested by user applications. This low-level interface also allows efficient virtualization of operating systems [5], such as Linux, to provide security and isolation between existing systems. In particular, the Anaxagoros kernel is globally trusted, even by critical tasks, which makes it the most critical component of the system. The fact that it is minimized (approximately 3500 lines of code) decreases the likeliness of bugs and helps in code reviews. But its minimality and criticality make it a good target to further increase confidence in the system, by providing a formal proof that the kernel offers the required security functions. Verification of such system software represents an interesting and challenging target for software verification because of its critical and complex functions, such as concurrency, the use of assembly code, and the need to model interactions with the hardware. This paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 presents a short tutorial on proof of programs with the jessie tool. Sec. 3 introduces basic system security rules, describes Anaxagoros microkernel and in particular its virtual memory system. Sec. 4 shows how this system it can be formally verified. Sec. 5 and 6 provide related work and conclusion.
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A short tutorial on proof of programs



In this section we show how a program can be formally verified using automatic tools for proof of programs. We use Frama-C [6,7], an open-source platform dedicated to analysis of C programs, developed at CEA LIST. Frama-C has a plugin-oriented architecture that allows the user to run analyzers already available in the platform
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/* @ ensures \result >= a && \result >= b && ( \result == a || \result == b ); assigns \nothing ; */ int max ( int a , int b ){ if ( a > b ) return a ; else return b ; }



Fig. 1. File



max.c



with a function returning the maximum of its inputs
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and
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as well as to develop new plugins. Frama-C offers various analyzers, many of them are open-source. They implement a wide range of modern software analysis techniques, such as abstract interpretation, impact analysis, dependency analysis, program slicing, pointer analysis, weakest precondition, etc. The structural test generation tool PathCrawler [8,9] is also available as a Frama-C plugin. Frama-C contains two plugins for proof of programs, jessie and wp. Proof of programs, also known as theorem proving, is a powerful technique of program verification that provides a formal mathematical proof that the program meets its specification. While the theoretical foundations [10,11] of this approach were developed in the 1970s, its automation became possible only during the last decade thanks to the spectacular progress made by the developers of modern program verification tools. Among them, automatic theorem provers, like Simplify [12], ALT-ERGO [13,14] and Z3 [15], are capable to perform simple proofs automatically. On the other hand, interactive provers, such as COQ [16,17,18], ISABELLE [19,20], and HOL [21,22], allow the engineer to indicate proof steps that are then checked by the tool. Interactive provers may be suitable for more complex properties but require human interventions. In this approach, to prove a program p, one proceeds in the following way. – First, each function f in the program source code must be annotated, or specified, by inserting into the code special clauses, or annotations, indicating the hypotheses h and conclusions c. They describe the state of program variables at different execution points and program actions. Typically, the hypotheses describe the state before the function is called, while the conclusions may specify how this state is modified by the function, and the return values. In this manner, each function receives a specification, or a contract. Basically, the verification task is then reduced to the proof of the implication h ⇒ c. – Next, these annotations are used to compute proof obligations, i.e. propositions that must be proved to ensure that if the hypotheses h are verified, then the conclusions c hold. The proof obligations can be very complex since they should take into account all program instructions including variable assignments, conditionals, loops, other function calls, etc. – Finally, a theorem prover is called to prove the proof obligations.
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/* @ requires l >= 0; requires \valid ( a + (0..( l -1))); requires \forall integer i , j ; (0 
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